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Abstract

This chapter describes an approach to the development of an adaptive hypermedia Web-based educational system and presents the model of an AHyCo (adaptive hypermedia courseware) system. An adaptive educational system should contain not only the learning environment for students, but also the authoring environment for teachers. A user friendly authoring module should be the integral part of such a system. The authoring of adaptive hypermedia consists of the development of actual hypermedia content (lessons, tests, etc.) together with the definition of the rules for adaptation. The authoring component of an AHyCo system, described in...
Introduction

Traditional computer-aided teaching techniques have been greatly enhanced recently by utilizing the hypermedia paradigm. Hypermedia learning programs demand more activity from students, who advance through learning materials in their individual manner. Diverse non-textual media improve student’s motivation, resulting in easier learning.

Despite the advantages introduced by hypermedia and WWW, some problems related to the usage of such systems become apparent as well. Traditional organization of courseware inherited the disadvantages of node-link data model, which does not separate the structure of hypermedia database from its content (Maurer & Scherbakov, 1996). Users can get disoriented, and predefined links do not permit the courseware to be adapted to the users of different backgrounds, qualities and interests.

Adaptive hypermedia (AH) is contemporary area of research within the field of hypermedia. An adaptive hypermedia system (AHS) adapts the presentation of hypermedia content, based on the user model (Brusilovsky, 1999).

An adaptive hypermedia educational system (AHES) should contain not only the learning environment for students, but also the authoring environment for teachers. Easy to use authoring module should be the integral part of such a system.

Here we describe our approach to the development of an AHES and present the model of AHyCo—the system for development and distribution of the adaptive Web-based courseware. Our goal is to develop a complete courseware management system offering learning environment with adaptive navigation, testing, course management and computer-mediated communication, all backed up with corresponding authoring tools. In contrast to the majority of available systems, for example WebCT and TopClass (Robson, 1999), AHyCo system is adaptive. The online tests are used not only for grading of student’s knowledge, but also for the guidance in navigation. Only synchronous and asynchronous collaboration facilities have not been implemented yet, but the development of these facilities is in progress.

Particular attention is given to the design of the authoring component, which enables the specification of prerequisites for each lesson, and simplifies the creation of test questions.
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